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All Weapon sand items unlock conditions on Early Access Update 4:
Level 1 Survival :

AK47: The first time to complete the level
Bow: Kill 20 zombies

Holographic Weapon Sight: Eliminate the second wave of zombies
Grenade: Eliminate the fourth wave of zombies and a Boss zombie

Level 2 City Garden :
Knife: Kill 20 zombies

Sight: Headshot 20 zombies
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Colt Python: Eliminate the second wave of zombies

Level 3 Survival at Night:
Flashlight: the first time to complete the level

Kukri: Headshot 20 zombies
SPAS-12: Eliminate the second wave of zombies

Level 4 CDC:
Second Beretta 92: Headshot 20 zombies

Laser flashlight sight: Eliminate the fourth wave of zombies and a Boss zombie

※ ※ ※ ※ ※ ※ ※ ※ ※ ※ ※ ※ ※ ※ ※ ※ ※ ※ ※ ※ ※ ※ ※ ※ ※ ※ ※ ※ ※ ※ ※

This is a real experience, the screen realistic, operating fever-level exciting, slightly terrorist elements VR shooting game.

Cataclysm virus spread rapidly throughout the city, the human survivors in order to protect the remaining resources. The
survivors were tenacious to resist the constantly attack from zombies outside the security house.

Zombie will show up in different directions in the same time, after a while the emergence of boss-level zombie will appear, you
can choose all kinds of weapons on the console, kill the all zombies before the they destroyed all destruction.

Zombie will make you very exciting when they are face you , but you are a human survivor, to eliminate zombie to save human
being. You can pick up the weapons in front of you, of course, you can change the weapons in any time, and some of the

weapons attack power is very strong, that means you must have a strong ability to control it, such as bow. All weapons are used
to simulate the manipulation of real weapons, such as bullets loaded, replace the magazine, archery and so on. Take shelter

protect you when you shooting.

Weapon Library
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We will continue to update, game scenes and storylines which are stick to the position, carrying a car to escape, attack ambush,
looking for survivors and other games are played, and will join the time war, endless warfare, weapons practice and so on. There
will be a variety of the most popular guns, grenade bombs, chemical and biological weapons. To give you the closest experience

of the real experience.
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Title: ZombieFight VR
Genre: Action, Adventure, RPG
Developer:
Beijing Elysium Interactive Technology Co.,Ltd.
Publisher:
Beijing Elysium Interactive Technology Co.,Ltd.
Release Date: 20 Jan, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1 or later, Windows 10

Processor: CPU: Intel i5-4590, AMD FX 8350 equivalent or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 970, AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or better

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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Trust me guys.. I didn't expect anything from it. But its utter atmospheric pleasure roller coster held me too strongly. I have too
say its one of those scary games you would never expect to be scary but will get you in a surprise.. Hey erbody dis game es la
feses!. This is pretty good , will be MUCH better when we get wireless because there is a lot of turning and moving out of the
way\/dodging ... cable an issue if you want to play agressive in this one , enemies come at you from everywhere so beware and
dont take out the humans!!! aiming seems good but maybe a few more weapons...... Viktor is based on my friend on Discord,
not much more that needs to be said, very good game. 10\/10. They did spell my friends name wrong though, which I find quite
amusing.. Just played my first 15 minutes of it, and I was surprised at how fun it was! So, I'm writing an initial review
immediately and I'll update it later.

At first I thought it might be too simple to suit me, but it got challenging VERY fast. Plus, you can redirect flights as often as
you need to avoid collisions. In some ways this reminds me of some of those old Atari games but with a fluffy modern twist.

I got it on sale and am very happy to have it. I hope they continue to update it, maybe with additional modes and challenges.

Update: I've played enough now to say....this thing gets massively hard, FAST! hehe Nobody will ever accuse this game of
lacking challenge. This game will _break you_! lol It has leaderboards for each map too.

Even the first map gets very challenging after 50 planes, and is rough getting over 100. My high score is 150 and I'm amazed
that I managed that. I usually lose between 70-100. I just finished trying the 3rd map, a 5 star map. It started off slow and easy,
and then it opened the mother load on me after about 10-15 planes. Wow! Talk about massive mega challenge.

The only thing I would suggest to the Dev, is to add a 3rd speed which is 50% slower than the slow speed is now, that way we
can really try and get strategic and micromanage our way through really heavy jams, rather than just saying, "I always lose about
here". That would be great, because as it is, you really can't get too far, unless you're an absolute pro at this sort of thing.

Imagine playing Tetris and going from level 1, to 'Insta-Drop' in less than 5 minutes. That's how hard this gets that fast. Again, I
still highly recommend this. Very fun!. Very cool game. I played it before and now i bought it. It's fun to see how Maw from
very little grow to that size! :O And its cute how he likes Franky(Or something like that i dont remember his name XD). Ending
was awesome and the only bad thing about this game is that it's short :<
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This game is very cool , and have some good humor to it. Fun game so far. I only had to rage quit a few times from the
difficulty, lol. Looking forward to trying it when my Oculus Touch arrives.. I'm not even going to knock the game for needing
two legacy drivers (audio and video) because the issues are so well documented that it only took a few minutes to fix. I will,
however, say that I can't recommend this game to anyone.

It's not poorly made. The graphics are well made for it's time and everything functions as it should. Unfortunately the gameplay
is entirely inferior to those who have come before it. Single player consists of a series of Call of Duty style narrative maps with
the addition of a squad of bots to help you against the enemy. Unfortunately the boys are invulerable and not terribly helpful.
They will never accomplish much other than blocking your line of fire because they appear to not understand objectives and
since they don't die they never do things like hold a postion while you flank because the second the bots find a path to you they
simply run forward and wherever you're emerging from becomes the front line.

My advice: play Unreal Tournament on assualt maps. There's no poorly written story but the bots feel like actual members of
your team and are actually working to acheive the same objective you are rather than just being placeholders to make you feel
less alone.. Fan of platformers? Don't play this game then, it's an insult to the genre.

As of writing this review, I have not finished the game, but plan to in the future and will update my review to reflect when I
have.

So, first off the story. The story is pretty basic, and doesn't keep me engaged in any way, especially because the gaemplay has
nothing to do with the story. In order to help people believe in Yemanja again you need to... find books on the bottom of the
ocean? and then whern you come back, the books have nothing to do with the solution to their problem as your character just
explains the situation to them. Why couldn't he do that before jumping around the ocean floor?

The music is the most redeeming quality of the game to be honest, it's fine. It didn't really bother me and fit quite well but I'd
never listen to it outside of the game. Eventually I got tired of it and muted the game in favor of my own music however.

The actual gameplay, which is platforming around the ocean floor, is the worst part of this game.

The controls are very floaty, and a huge issue is that your jump is always the same height, regardless of how long you are
holding the jump button. This means you better be committed to the jump or you're screwed. Also makes the jump upgrades
almost a downgrade, because you jump higher without the option to go lower. This results in you flying to the moon for every
small ledge you need to jump up, and I hit many things I should not have hit from it.

Level design is decent, but there is never an explanation for anything, so you just have to assume everything will kill you and
avoid it. The crabs blow bubbles that kill you. Yes, the very same thing that is all around us (AIR) also hurts you. The double
jump upgrade is the most helpful upgrade you can have and makes the platforming waaaay easier, but once again you can't
cancel and falling is pretty damn slow so you're usually spending a lot of time floating around hoping you aren't gonna hit
anything.

Lastly, a couple small nitpicks. When in the overworld, there is never any prompt to show that you can interact with something,
so I usually walked around spamming spacebar to see if I could search barrels, or interact with things like the lighthouse. When
transitioning screens (which also has no indicator, meaning often I didn't know if I could go somewhere or not until I ran into it)
your momentum isn't carried over, so for example if I weas walking downward and changed screens I would need to lift my
finger and press down again to keep walking because you stop moving on new screens.

overall 3\/10, and a lot could be fixed if the controls were less floaty and objectives made more clear.

Update: Finished the game, complaints still valid. Although I learned the Manta suit starts with a double jump, so definintely
pick that instead of the other craptastic one.. Just doesnt work DO NOT BUY. I sadly have to give this game a very mild
recommendation against playing, and a 5\/10.

The board game scenario was pretty ingenious, the storyline interesting and compelling, the 1920's setting both fun and unique,
and the RPG party building a nice little touch. But the mini-games that comprise the bulk of the gameplay, while mildly fun on
their own, quickly became tedious and even mind-numbingly boring. On top of that, the storyline kind of takes a cliff dive by
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the end of the game, taking the RPG party building elements with it. I struggled along with the game as it became more and
more tedious, hoping to simply complete the storyline... but the end of the game finished in such an abrupt and non-fulfilling
way that it made me regret the hours I'd spent wasting my time with the game in the first place. If only the gameplay had been
more varied, and the ingenuity that began the game's storylines carried through to the end, this would have been a charming little
game worth maybe a 7-8\/10.. Pretty good game..the camera,mouse and movement are awful though..the game is pretty short
and fun.

btw i was the 667th review before me was 666 xD proof: http://imgur.com/a/uKKou. Good game but it gets very boring and
repetative. The only things to do are drive the various vehicles and once you have done it about 3 times, you've practically
finished the game. You can upgrade the vehicle speed with your money but thats about it.
There is only one airport you are in with only a relativly small play area. classic game, first time played it more than a decade
ago when we still had gaming magazines that included demos on CD's
loved the game back then as a kid and i finally got around to playing it as a whole game, it did not disappoint me

game is a masterpiece of its time.. Very nice, couch game.
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